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ABSTRACT
The design of today's science facilities for

elementary and secondary schools reflects trends toward education's
growing emphasis on dynamic student-teacher interaction and toward a
growing national sensitivity to social and environmental needs. The
modern science facility exhibits a primary concern for individual
student involvement in the methodologies and results of the
scientific process. Conventional classroom and laboratory "eggcrate"
arrangements are giving way to open areas facilitating both group and
audiotutorial learning. The literature, previously cited in RIE and
CIJE, indicates that, while the use of flexible design concepts in
science facilities lags behind similar uses in the rest of the
school, significant progress is being made. (Author)
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Science Facilities

Alan M. Baas

If the rest of a high school folds easily into large group. small
group. and individualized instruction. a sciehce facility that is
geared only for class.size student loads is inefficient. Planners
must continually ask: Arc we designing our NdenCe program in
terms that make sense to students. or are %%e saying that what
we have always done is the only way?

MM. r (1972)

The design of tochty's science facilities for elementary and
secondary schools reflect two basic [tends: education's
growing emphasis pn dynamic interact ion among students
and teachers. and a growing national sensitivity to social and
en-iromnonal needs.

It is generally accepted that the spirit of scientific inquiry
cannot be laugh( so much as it must be experienced. To that
end, the modern science facility exhibits a primary concern
for individual student involvement in the methodologies and
results of the scientific process. Convent ional classroom and
laboratory "eggcrate arrangements are giving way to open
areas facilitating both group and andiouttorial learning.
Rigid distinctions among facilities housing different disci-
plines (biology, chemistry, physics) are diminishing. In their
places, imaginative programs combined with open space lab
designs are providing students with opportunities to loilow,
within a single laboratory facility, the logical development of
a problem through all its consequences. Thus, lab stations
frequently accommodate both wet and dry inquiry methods



and ate grouped for easy access to centralized stores containing equipment and materials
germane to all the sciences.

The literature indicates that* while the use of flexible design concepts in science
facilities lags behind similar uses in the rest of the school. significant progress is being made.
Technological advances in the design of mobik laboratory islands. (nick-coupling set vice
outlets. and sophisticated movable partitions enable science programs to keep pace with
changing educational practice.

Ten of the documents contained in this revieware available through the ERIC. Document
Reproduction Service. "Zomp let e instructions for ordering them tnav be found at the end
of the review.

FACILITY DESIGNS AND
TEACHING TECHNIQUES

In an American School 'w.cersliv
article, Ftirgitssou (September 1972) de-
scribes current trends in science education
and identities ways for improving secondary
scho! laboratories. Ills obscwations, de-
rived from a study by the National Science
Teachers Association (NSTA), report a

genet al trend away from separate lecture
and labonuory rooms and toward open
areas supporting a variety of learning activi-
ties. Ile notes that teaching methods are
shifting from use of blackboards and over-
head projectors to techniques employing
self-paced study with film Imps, carrel units
equipped with many aids for individualized
instruction, and closed-circuit TV. Indivi-
dually paced science programs are replacing
traditional group-pacc,1 lecture and lab
patterns, and more attention is being given
to career goals and the relation of other
disciplines to science. Finally, Furgusson
observes, student-staff relationships vary
%videly among different schools. These
variations range From strictly teacher-
clinuinated curricula to student-staff
planned achievement goals, alternative cur-
riculum paths, and use of resource personnel
for various responsibilities.

Furgusson's suggestions for improving
facilities involve flexible space configura.
lions, nu Furniture. lab islands, and
use of simple technological aids such as
film loops and audio tape recorders. NSTA
findings indicate caution should be exer-
cised in the purchase of closed-eircuit "rk.
equipment. Such equipment is costly and
usually does not allow the student much
control over his instruction.

With current emphasis shifting to
more individualized instruction, Furgusson
stresses the logistics of providing materials
and equipment through centralized storage
and preparation rcHnns. The NSTA study
also points out that science facilities should
be close to other learning areas to facilitate
possible interdisciplinary programs. Recom-
memtitions concerning seminar areas, indi-
vidual study areas, special project areas, and
multidiscipline lecture halls reflect current
trends in teaching techniques.

In an article in Natiun's Schools. Miller
(1972) stresses that, for many students,
science is the most exciting part of the
secondary curriculum. Modern lab designs
should reflect this excitement in ways that
recognize space age technologies and
methods. Three different approaches to
matching lab and classroom design with
science teaching techniques receive Miller's



attention. Ile describes:Hd illustrates multi-
disciplinay. Fragmented. and audiotutorial
Facilities patterns capable of keeping pace
with changing educational trends.

Of the duce approaches, the multidisci-
plinary pattern is most capable or meeting
flexible scheduling and individualized in-
struction requirements. This :ip oach
groups laboratory and lassic-tom facilities
for several different sciences %vithin an open
arrangement designed to foster an under-
standing or scientific inquiry as an inter-
related undertaking. By designing lab
stations that net the needs of all the sci-
ences and grouping them together in the
same basic space, this approach permits
students to explore fully the logical develop-
ment of a problem %vithout being restricted
to the lab Facilities of a particular science.

The fragmented 'pattern involves a om-
bination of conventional dassoos
labs designed with mmahic partitions and
quick-oupl, onnections that can
provide either conventional or open space
learning areas. This approach %%(a-ks best
when the school is departmentali4cd. the
science stall prefers spedalized areas. and
lectures and labs are conducted in groups,.

The andiotutorial approach can be intc-
grate(I with either of the First two panel ns
and works %%ell with both conventional and
modular scheduling. Nliller discusses how
individual stations may be set up For audio-
tutorial instruction and identifies sonic of
the advantages and disadvantages of such
an approach.

Miller offers design tips for service
couplings and a sketch or a recommended
portable service unit. He concludes with a
list ()I' specific schools employing innovati% e
designs and techniques.

Engelhardt ( I970) reviews publications
supporting the concept that carefully

Science Fat

planned special characteristics of a class-
roo can Facilitate desired :winkles lot
both teachers and students. ()eliciting these
facilitating associations as the suggestive-
ness of space. he stresses that the architect
must know the particular insiuctional
needs of a science program in order to
determi.n: the program's spatial require-
ments. The material pi ovides a list or speci-
fic findings that may help in designing
better schools.

Two earlier documents by Engelhardt
examine in detail the relationship between
instructional needs and facilities design in
science programs. In the first (1966). he
examines key issues relevant to the de% clop-
ment or educational specifications lor
ninth- through t wel Fill-grade science at «ml -

modat ions. With the assumption that ph) si-
cal environments directly influence the
teaching-learning process. he t teats the
motivational clients of an enir m men t this
lindings are organized in a pro( Mina( plan-
ning model intled to assist edit( ators in
becoming mote effective participants in the
design of science facilities.

ngelhaidt's planning model %corks With
foto basic determinants of educational
spec ificaticms: gross act 1% ties and subgroup
organization (1 ea(ling, audio isual instnu
tion. individual research projects. team
research), number of students to be act 0111-
'11ml:fled in a given space. services equited
(water, electricity. sunlight, temperature
control), and location in 'elation to school
building and site. To help relate design
considerations to goals, he defines (-omen-
tional science teaching goals and dim tosses
the emergence of several alternative goals.
These alternatives reflect current thought
in science education (for example, ecologi-
cal and sociopolitical implications of scien-
tific research) and have direct consequences
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on space requirements.
After his discussion of goals, Engelhardt

analyzes various instructional methods in
relation to physical facilities, including wet
and dry laboratory use, verifying and in-
quiry experimental approaches, and directed
and undirected study. lie supplements his
discussion with specific recommendations
for outdoor instructional areas, ancillary
spaces, classroom-labs, separate labs, and
project rooms. His conclusions relate to
methods of determining educational speci-
fications and approaches to planning and
research. Substantive appendixes present
definitions and examples of laboratory
types, with literature references for each
type, and a seventeen-page bibliography.

Engelhardt follows his 1966 study with a

doctoral thesis further examining aspects
of spatial influence on science teaching
methods (1968). To gather his data, he
employed questionnaires and interviews
with teachers whose science facilities were
designed and built during the 1960s. Engel-
hardt's primary intention is to provide
architects and educators with several per-
spectives for laboratory design. His major
findings are:

Teachers working in classroom-labs tend
to use wet-inquiry techniques more than
those using separate lab facilities.

The proximity of the library increases
teacher-student use of its resources.

There is a genera! :li.use of outdoor areas,
individual project space, and greenhouses.

Neither teacher-training nor lab design
takes into consideration the fact that
microorganisms are the predominant
living organism used in secondary school
science programs.

Self-access by teachers to lab facilities is
desirable for lab-centered classes.

The document defines Engelhardt's hypo-
thesis, and describes his model and research

design. Possible applications and interpre-
tations of his results conclude the report.

A Nat ional Science Teachers Associat ion
bulletin (1970) discusses conditions for
good science teaching in secondary schools.
Recommendations for the kinds and quality
of facilities needed for good science learning
and teaching include science rooms, learning
materials, and programs. Instructional con-
siderations deal with working space, services
for the teacher, and the school science
budget. For the professional growth of the
science staff, recommendations cover pro-
vision of library facilities and inservice
science learning opportunities.

Norman (1969) surveyed a random sam-
ple of Michigan teachers from high schools
identified as having biology Iaboratorit -.

with either a split lecture-laboratory design,
a perimeter tables d!esign, or a central-fixed
or central-movable tables design. The
teachers wcie asked to rate the suitability
of their laboratories for instruction in inde-
pendent study, small-group instruction, and
large-group instruction. Responses indicated
that the split lecture-laboratory design was
favored over designs using perimeter,
central-fixed, or central-movable tables. It
is felt that design effectiveness could be
increased by tables of more functional de-
sign, ventilation systems, student stations,
and room darkening facilities. Responding
teachers also suggested more space for group
and individual activities, more service out-
lets, and increased storage space.

SPECIALIZED FACILITIES

A study by Heldman (1966) focuses on
information and ideas that contribute to
the improvement of elementary school
science facilities. Heldman examined exist-
ing facilities in twenty New York



metropolitan area schools, including in his
survey inventories of equipment, diagrams
of existing facilities, descriptions of the
schools, and descriptions of their science
equipment purchasing procedures. Front his
data results he organized a guide for the
planning of future facilities, with a suggested
list of equipment and supplies appropriate
for elementary schools. In his opinion,
there should be at least one fall -time science
room designed and equipped to serve the
entire range of st u den t s attending the school.

Cox (1966) reports on the design of a

centralized science facility intended to serve
all pupils from grades four through twelve
in the Philadelphia area school systems.
The center's location was chosen for prox-
imity to a new university science complex
and easy access to traffic routes serving the
entire area. In addition to offering courses
using science equipment not ordinarily
available, the Joseph Priestley Science Cen-
ter is planned to provide for research in
science curriculum developpent and inscr-
vice training for science teachers. Cox
stresses society's need for a better under-
standing of the methods of scientific in-
quiry and notes that the center's facilities
can serve as a clearinghouse for the practice
and dissemination of the latest findings in
science education. Included in the document
are schematic diagrams of specialized
laboratories, classrooms, lecture halls,
materials centers, and planetaria.

Planetaria and observatories in secondary
schools receive attention in a study by
McDonald (1966). Using questionnaires, he
gathered data concerning the policies of
state offices of education toward installa-
tion of planetaria and observatories in
secondary schools, actual use of such
facilities in secondary schools that have
them, and recommendations by recognized

Science hicilitieA :)

authorities in astronomy concerning their
use. Ills findings indicate that the majority
of the states have no official position
regarding either planetaria or observatories.
and that only five states had certification
requirements for science teachers working
with planetaria.

According to Carpenter ( I 969), programs
using mObile science laboratories can induce
behavioral changes in students, motivate
them, and create interest and excitement
about sci' Ills report describes the
history, Enacting. equipment, and evaluation
of a mobile science lab program. Tlw results
of his study are summarized, and a list of
recommendat ions presen ted.

Information about other specialized sci-.
ence facilities, such as a school arboretum,
an ecological garden, and arrangements for
small animals app. a in the Supplemental
Bibliography at the end of this review.

PLANNING INFORMATION

Several state departments of education
have published planning guides for science
facilities. Guidelines by the New Jersey
State Department of Education 1967j)
discuss the people involved in facility
planning and the formulation of program
plans. Consideration is given to space re-
quirements, equipment, furniture, utilities,
and the special need, of different branches
of science. Appendixes include a bibliog-
raphy and planning aids.

Secondary school science guidelines pub-
lished by the Arkansas State Department of
Education (196(i) emphasize the develop-
ment of programs and facilities capable of
adapting classroom instruction to the needs
or individual students.

Elementary, intermediate, and secondary
school science facilities receive at tent ion in
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a Mississippi State Department of Educat ion
publication (19(;2). This guide discusses
special facilities for different courses, stand-
ards for hunishing labs, suggestions for
remodeling existing facilities, and recom-
mended audiovisual equipment. Checklists
are included for furnishing general science,
biology, physics. and chemistry rooms.
Science teachers' opinions regarding the
relative importance of available types of
equipment are reported.

For the design of new or remodeled
laboratory facilities, the Campus Safety
Av:ociation (1966) offers a useful guide to
demgn safety. Rather than giving detailed
specifications, the publication provides
guides and alternatives for:

automatic systems. for fire and ex-
plosion protection
emergency alarm systems
special facilities for chemical storage,
handling, and disposal
safety equipment
facilities for animals
illumination

radio isotopes
egress facilities
fire resistance

water supply and piping

miscellaneous design features

Laboratory ventilation receives special em-
phasis, and a bibliography provides addi-
tional materials on infectious agents and
animals.

Requirements for planning, designing,
constructing, and installing laboratory furni-
ture appear in a document by the State
University Construction Fund (1968). Fa-
cility criteria for housing laboratory equip-
ment describe center tables, reagent racks,
laboratory benches and their mechanical
fixtures, sink and work counters, tabletops

and troughs, wall storage cabinets, and peg-
boards. Equipment information includes
details of installation sequence, construc-
tion, and materials, supplemen ted by dimen-
sions, drawings, and specification checklists.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

An interpretive bibliography published
by the former ERIC Clearinghouse On Edu-
cational Facilities (1970) contains refer-
ences for science facilities presented in
categories: biology, chemistry, astronomy,
elementary and secondary schools, colleges
and universities, and planning and science
laboratories.

Two bibliographies by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) provide infor-
mation relating to the planning, design, and
construction of science facilities. The first
(1967) is intended to serve persons searching
for data on science facility design and to
indicate the material available for reference
in the NSF offices in Washington, D.C. In
addition to the publications in this bibliog-
raphy, the NSF collection contains manu-
facturers' product catalogs covering the
laboratory equipment, furnishings, and con-
struction components used in science facili-
ties. Articles and papers are arranged in
topical areas: physical plant planning,
physical plant cost and management, space
utilization and measurement, general design
and construction of science facilities, envi-
ronmental conditions for learning, science
building type studies, and special facilities
and equipment.

The second NSF bibliography (1969)
provides additional reference materials
within the same basic categories as the first.'

The ERIC Information Analysis Center
for Science Education (I 968) developed a
general bibliography of 297 selected docu-



ments related to instructional equipment
and materials for teaching and learning
science. Citations include major ideas con-
tained in each document.
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